1 Summer ONE Group (7 people)
   1. CRYPTO: Joel Mao, Rachel Liu, Shaurya Saran, Vaughn Hatfield.

2 Summer TWO Group (11 people)
   1. SAT: Andrew Wagger, Kiran Manoj, Paolo Atienza.
   2. RAMSEY: Julian Park (Might Leave), Soren Brown. (Might work with my REU-CAAR group on Ramsey)
   3. NIM-ML: Miguel Ventura, Abhiram Kidambi (Might leave)
   4. CRYPTO: Samhitha Gandla, Max Meytin, Harkiesh Kailad (Might leave)

3 Summer THREE Group (9 people)
   1. ML-Finance and ML-Gears: Asem Shaath, Robert Xu, Mark Elliot.
      They will learn ML together and then Asem and Robert will do ML-Finance, Mark E will do ML-Gears Game.
      I will give only light guidance.
   2. POINTS: Alan Whitman, Nathan Poje.
      This is a NEW Project so it may be to easy or to hard or just not work out. They both like factoring. If the points project does not work they can switch to factoring.
   4. NIM-ML: Shubham Bhatnagar
   5. CRYPTO: Alexi Kaloshin, Nolawi Kinfegebrial